IT’S ABOUT TIME (PLACE AND MANNER): WHY AND HOW CONGRESS MUST ACT TO PROTECT ACCESS TO EARLY VOTING

INTRODUCTION

In Shelby County v. Holder, the Supreme Court ruled that states and counties that had previously been required to receive federal approval for changes to voting laws under section 5 of the Voting Rights Act of 1965 could now alter their voting laws without federal supervision. In the run-up to the 2014 midterm elections, this ability to alter voting laws without federal supervision allowed states that previously had to receive preclearance for their changes to enact a number of new, restrictive voting laws.

While many observers focused on these new laws due to their ties to Shelby County, the decisions by these states to alter their voting laws were merely part of a larger national trend. Since 2010, new restrictions on voting have been passed in at least twenty-two states. These laws have: introduced restrictive voter identification requirements; shortened or eliminated early voting periods; ended or short-

1 133 S. Ct. 2612 (2013).
3 Shelby Cnty., 133 S. Ct. at 2631.
5 Indeed, the vast majority of new voting laws were passed in states where preclearance never would have been an issue. See WEISER & OPSAL, supra note 4, at 2 & n.1.
6 Id. at 1.
7 As of the time of writing, restrictive new voter identification requirements were in place heading into a major federal election for the first time in Alabama, Arkansas, Indiana, Kansas, Mississippi, New Hampshire, North Carolina, North Dakota, Rhode Island, South Carolina, Tennessee, Texas, and Virginia. BRENNAN CTR. FOR JUSTICE, STATES WITH NEW VOTING RESTRICTIONS SINCE 2010 ELECTION (2014), http://www.brennancenter.org/sites/default/files/analysis/Restrictive_Appendix_Post-2010.pdf [http://perma.cc/TB3D-5854].
ened weekend voting; and placed new restrictions on voter registration. Whatever the motivations behind them, these new requirements have had a distinctly partisan — and, in many cases, racial — impact.

Much of the recent literature on this topic has considered state voter identification laws. Comparatively few pieces, however, appear to have analyzed the issue of state restrictions on early voting in federal elections and federal authority to legislate in this realm. This Note seeks to fill that void by highlighting how Congress’s expansive power under the Elections Clause should be used to implement regulations that compel states to broadly offer early voting in federal elections. This Note also proposes the contours of such a regulatory apparatus.

If legislation of this nature were to be made mandatory for all states — rather than limited to certain states like the preclearance regime struck down in Shelby County — it would be constitutionally permissible. Indeed, the Court’s decision in Arizona v. Inter Tribal Council of Arizona, Inc. announced in the same Term as Shelby County reaffirmed Congress’s preeminence when regulating in this realm.

Part I of this Note details the need for federal early voting legislation, reviewing the restrictions on early voting nationwide and why those restrictions are harmful. Part II considers congressional authority to pass early voting laws, focusing both on the Supreme Court’s recognition in Inter Tribal Council of Congress’s authority to legislate in this realm and on what constraints the Court’s decision in Shelby County might place on any potential federal legislation. Part III proposes a legislative solution and suggests why the Civil Rights Division of the Department of Justice (DOJ) is the ideal body to supervise such a regulatory apparatus. Part IV responds to possible criticisms of the proposed model and concludes by emphasizing that there is an urgent need to introduce such legislation to begin a national conversation about early voting.

---

9 Laws in Florida, Georgia, North Carolina, Ohio, and Wisconsin eliminate early voting that had previously been permitted on the weekends. See Brennan CTR. FOR JUSTICE, supra note 7.
10 Laws in Florida, North Carolina, Ohio, and Wisconsin placed new restrictions on voter registration. Id.
11 See Samuel Issacharoff, Ballot Bedlam, 64 Duke L.J. (forthcoming 2015) (manuscript at 5) (on file with the Harvard Law School Library) (“The single predictor necessary to determine whether a state will impose voter access restrictions is whether there is Republican control of the ballot access process.”).
12 See, e.g., infra pp. 1232–33.
14 133 S. Ct. 2247 (2013).
I. WHY DO WE NEED FEDERAL EARLY VOTING LEGISLATION?

Before considering any potential legislation to reform early voting laws, two questions must be answered: (1) why is early voting important?; and (2) why must Congress pass federal legislation to promote early voting? This Part shows that, despite the demonstrable benefits of early voting, many states either have no early voting at all, or have recently moved to curtail early voting. While litigation has been successful in preserving voting access in certain circumstances, litigation alone is insufficient to address many of the problems that currently plague access to voting. This Part concludes by explaining why the legislation proposed herein focuses on promoting early voting as opposed to lifting other voting access restrictions.

A. Restrictions on Early Voting Have Negative Effects that Demand Action

Numerous states have either minimal or no early voting; fourteen do not permit early voting in any form.15 Of the thirty-six states that permit some form of early voting, thirteen do not have early voting in the traditional sense but instead “within a certain period of time before an election . . . allow a voter to apply in person for an absentee ballot (without an excuse) and cast that ballot in one trip to an election official’s office.”16 In addition, three of the thirty-six states have all-mail voting, in which every registered voter receives a ballot in the mail around two to three weeks before the election and must return it by Election Day.17 The remaining twenty states that allow early voting include eight states that have either passed or proposed legislation to limit early voting since 2010: Florida, Georgia, Nebraska, North Carolina, Ohio, Tennessee, West Virginia, and Wisconsin.18

This curtailment of early voting comes despite the fact that early voting has numerous benefits. First, early voting is increasingly used where it is available. Experts suggest that, in the most recent presidential election, up to forty percent of eligible voters utilized early vot-

---


16 Id. Those states that have so-called “in-person absentee” voting include: Idaho, Indiana, Iowa, Maine, Minnesota, Montana, New Jersey, Ohio, Oklahoma, South Dakota, Vermont, Wisconsin, and Wyoming. Id.

17 Id. Colorado, Oregon, and Washington provide all-mail voting. Id.

18 See Weiser & Opsal, supra note 4, at 3 n.16.
ing; this percentage has increased in every presidential election since 2004.19

Expanded early voting is also one of the simplest ways to combat a problem that plagued many states in the 2012 presidential election: long lines at polling places. Analysis in Florida following the 2012 election demonstrated that at least 201,000 registered voters did not vote due to lines at their polling stations.20 Similar problems were reported in, among other states, Maryland,21 Ohio,22 South Carolina,23 and Virginia.24 The problem of long lines at polling stations nationwide in 2012 seemed so acute, and received such national attention, that President Obama mentioned it in his 2013 State of the Union Address.25 Following the State of the Union, President Obama appointed a bipartisan commission to investigate this issue and make recommendations for improving state voting systems.26 One of the commission’s recommendations, unsurprisingly, was that states should expand the period for voting before Election Day.27

In addition to shortening lines on Election Day, early voting has numerous other benefits. Statistical and anecdotal data from states that utilize early voting suggest that voters value the increased convenience of the approach.28 Early voting also allows election officials more time to help individuals correct registration errors that might


23 Editorial, supra note 21.


26 Id.


28 KASDAN, supra note 19, at 7.
have stopped legitimate votes from being counted.\textsuperscript{29} Given the number of inaccuracies that plague state voter rolls,\textsuperscript{30} this additional time is a significant benefit. Further, while many critics of early voting allege that it creates greater opportunities for fraud because it increases the timeframe for voting,\textsuperscript{31} these claims have been shown to be largely unfounded. Studies of recent elections have uncovered only a handful of so-called “double-voting” cases that appear to be based on actual attempts by one individual to vote two times.\textsuperscript{32} This result is unsurprising because individual election fraud seems a remarkably inefficient way to rig an election.\textsuperscript{33}

Analysis has also demonstrated that new restrictions on early voting are harmful. First, many of these restrictions disproportionately affect minority voters. The proposed restrictions on early voting in Ohio provide but one example. Analysis completed following the 2008 election in Cuyahoga County — Ohio’s most populous county (which includes Cleveland) — demonstrated that “[t]he likelihood that an [early in-person] voter was black was 56.4\%, while the probability that an election day or vote-by-mail voter was black was 25.7\%.”\textsuperscript{34} Ohio’s proposed shortening of early voting would have cut nearly half of the

\textsuperscript{29} Id. at 6.


\textsuperscript{31} See, e.g., JOSH MITCHELL, EARLY VOTING SUPPORTER DISMISSES LAWMAKERS’ VOTER FRAUD CONCERNS, MISSOURIAN (June 8, 2014, 7:00 AM), http://www.emissourian.com/local_news/county /article_d752c1e2-edae-11e3-97d8-001a4b5f879a.html [http://perma.cc/AJY-YNGGE].


\textsuperscript{33} See In-Person Voter Fraud: Myth and Trigger for Disenfranchisement?: Hearing Before the S. Comm. on Rules & Admin., 110th Cong. 7 (2008) (statement of Justin Levitt, Counsel, Brennan Center for Justice), http://www.brennancenter.org/sites/default/files/legacy/Democracy/3.12.8 %20senate%20rules%20testimony.pdf [http://perma.cc/A2EU-CZ3C] (“In-person impersonation fraud is an extremely inefficient means to influence an election. For each act of in-person impersonation fraud in a federal election, the perpetrator risks 5 years in prison and a $10,000 fine under federal law, in addition to any penalties assessed under state law. In return, the perpetrator gains at most one incremental vote.” (footnote omitted)).

early voting time periods, during which African Americans were a majority of voters.\textsuperscript{35} As to weekend voting, which often comes under specific attack, African Americans made up fifty-six percent of weekend voters in the 2008 election, but just twenty-eight percent of the county’s population.\textsuperscript{36} The statistics for early voting in North Carolina are similar.\textsuperscript{37}

The fact that many of these laws disproportionately burden minorities might lead some to suggest litigation: surely these laws must violate the Equal Protection Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment or section 2 of the VRA. And indeed, voting rights advocates have enjoyed some success in challenging the most onerous proposed laws. Recently, the Sixth Circuit affirmed an Ohio district court’s grant of a preliminary injunction that prevented the state from implementing new laws for the 2014 election that would have sharply curtailed early in-person voting and eliminated many of the state’s weekend early voting hours.\textsuperscript{38} The court found that the plaintiffs had shown a substantial likelihood of success on the merits of their claims that these laws violated both the Equal Protection Clause and section 2 of the VRA.\textsuperscript{39} In particular, the court noted expert findings offered by the plaintiffs that showed that “African American voters in Ohio utilize[d] [early in-person] voting at higher rates than white voters in recent elections”\textsuperscript{40} and that research on “restrictions on early voting in Florida [found] that it deterred participation of black voters.”\textsuperscript{41} The Supreme Court, however, issued a stay of the preliminary injunction pending the filing and disposition of a petition for certiorari.\textsuperscript{42} Whatever the ultimate disposition of the case, Ohio’s new restrictions were in place for the 2014 midterm elections.

However, some of the litigants challenging early voting restrictions have not even enjoyed preliminary success. In North Carolina, a federal district judge denied a petition for a preliminary injunction

\textsuperscript{35} See id.
\textsuperscript{38} See Ohio State Conference of the NAACP v. Husted, 768 F.3d 524, 529 (6th Cir. 2014).
\textsuperscript{39} Id. at 549, 560.
\textsuperscript{40} Id. at 534.
\textsuperscript{41} Id. at 535 (internal quotation marks omitted).
against the state’s new voting law — allowing the law to go into effect for the 2014 midterms. While the Fourth Circuit partially reversed the district court, it allowed a number of the law’s challenged provisions to stand for the 2014 elections — including a provision that reduced the state’s early voting period.

These rulings show but one pitfall of a strategy that focuses on litigation. Beyond the potential for varied rulings concerning restrictive legislation, there are at least two other major concerns. The first is that voters in those states where the racially discriminatory impact of early voting cutbacks is less obvious lack the legal means to effectively challenge these new barriers to access. Although some would argue that the primary motivation for these restrictions is a partisan attempt to limit turnout, the law currently lacks an effective means for individual voters to litigate claims that alterations to voting access are driven solely by partisan motivation.

The problem of access to the courts is also an issue for voters in those states that lack early voting entirely. Even assuming that the failure to adopt early voting in these states has a racially discriminatory impact, voters still cannot use the Equal Protection Clause or the VRA to compel states to adopt early voting in the same way that litigants in states where previously allowed early voting has been restricted can challenge these restrictions.

States have proven unwilling to address the problem of a lack of early voting on their own. Voting rights advocates have made many suggestions for best practices to improve state voting laws. If broadly employed, these changes would likely increase voter turnout and lessen many of the problems that hamper elections today. The problem, however, is a lack of implementation. For example, of those states noted above where long lines for voting were reported in 2012, only Florida and Maryland — which both allow some form of early voting — changed their laws to expand access to early voting following that election. Pennsylvania, South Carolina, and Virginia, which were also plagued by long lines but do not allow early voting, did not alter their laws to allow for early voting. This says nothing of the numerous other states where early voting is prohibited. While early voting is an issue that requires action, it appears that those places where it is most needed are also the least likely to implement suggested best practices. Action beyond suggesting best practices is needed.

45 See, e.g., Issacharoff, supra note 11 (manuscript at §).
46 See, e.g., KASDAN, supra note 19, at 1.
47 Id. at 1, 19 n.1.
B. Why Focus on Early Voting and Not Voter Registration or Voter Identification?

While restrictions on early voting are problematic, they are but one of the problems that currently hamper access to voting. Both state voter identification laws and restrictions on the timing and availability of voter registration unquestionably also diminish the vote. And again, the burdens of many of the new restrictions in these realms also appear to fall disproportionately on minorities.\textsuperscript{48} It seems appropriate to ask, then, why this Note advocates for federal legislation to make national standards for early voting but does not suggest similar legislation to combat other restrictions on the right to vote.

The answer to this question lies in a combination of Supreme Court precedent and current federal law, which either prevents or preempts the formulation of helpful new legislation in those areas. As to state voter identification laws, the Supreme Court has consistently found that the Constitution grants Congress limited authority to determine who is entitled to vote, even in federal elections.\textsuperscript{49} While some Justices of the Supreme Court have occasionally argued that the Constitution’s grant of power to Congress in this realm should be read more expansively,\textsuperscript{50} a fairly uniform consensus seems to have emerged that providing for the qualifications of electors is a power reserved to

\textsuperscript{48} Jon C. Rogowski & Cathy J. Cohen, Black Youth Project, Turning Back the Clock on Voting Rights 1 (2012), http://research.blackyouthproject.com/files/2012/09/Youth-of-Color-and-Photo-ID-Laws.pdf [http://perma.cc/Z8ZN-FY3N] (“Our estimates indicate that overall levels of turnout among young people of color are likely to be reduced by large numbers — between 538,000 and 696,000 in total — in the states that have passed [laws requiring photo identification] . . . .”).

\textsuperscript{49} See U.S. Const. art. I, § 2, cl. 1 (providing that electors for the House of Representatives in each state “shall have the Qualifications requisite for Electors of the most numerous Branch of the State Legislature”); id. art. II, § 1, cl. 2 (providing that “[e]ach State shall appoint, in such Manner as the Legislature thereof may direct,” presidential electors). The Seventeenth Amendment adopts the same criterion for senatorial elections that section 4 of Article I requires for electors for the House of Representatives. See id. amend. XVII.

\textsuperscript{50} See, e.g., Oregon v. Mitchell, 400 U.S. 112, 123 (1970) (Black, J., announcing the judgments of the Court) (“The Constitution allotted to the States the power to make laws regarding national elections, but provided that if Congress became dissatisfied with the state laws, Congress could alter them.”); United States v. Classic, 313 U.S. 299, 315 (1941) (“While, in a loose sense, the right to vote for representatives in Congress is sometimes spoken of as a right derived from the states, this statement is true only in the sense that the states are authorized by the Constitution, to legislate on the subject as provided by § 2 of Art. I, to the extent that Congress has not restricted state action by the exercise of its powers to regulate elections under § 4 and its more general power under Article I, § 8, clause 18 of the Constitution ‘to make all laws which shall be necessary and proper for carrying into execution the foregoing powers.’” (citations omitted) (quoting U.S. Const. art. I, § 8, cl. 18)).
the states.51 This consensus would appear to doom any federal law that attempted to impose uniform voter qualifications on the states.

The path to combat voter identification laws, then, likely lies in litigation. The Supreme Court’s decision in Crawford v. Marion County Election Board52 makes litigation to combat voter identification laws under the U.S. Constitution problematic because the Court found a state’s concern with voter fraud — despite little to no evidence on the record of any voter fraud in the state — was a sufficiently weighty interest to justify a voter identification law.53 Despite this holding, Professor Joshua Douglas has suggested that state constitutions may provide litigants with greater protections of the right to vote.54 Litigation under state constitutions seems more likely to lead to success than any broad federal legislation that the Supreme Court would likely overturn.

As to voter registration, Congress’s power to legislate was affirmed by the Supreme Court in Inter Tribal Council.55 Any proposed broad legislation in the registration realm, however, would likely be duplicative of many of the provisions of the National Voter Registration Act

51 See Arizona v. Inter Tribal Council of Ariz., Inc., 133 S. Ct. 2247, 2257–58 (2013) (“One cannot read the Elections Clause as treating implicitly what these other constitutional provisions regulate explicitly. ‘It is difficult to see how words could be clearer in stating what Congress can control and what it cannot control. Surely nothing in these provisions lends itself to the view that voting qualifications in federal elections are to be set by Congress.” Id. at 2258 (quoting Mitchell, 400 U.S. at 210 (Harlan, J., concurring in part and dissenting in part))).


53 In Crawford, voters in Indiana challenged the constitutionality of a statute that required in-person voters to show government-issued identification. Id. at 185 (plurality opinion). The plaintiffs alleged that this law substantially burdened their right to vote in violation of the Fourteenth Amendment. Id. at 187. Justice Stevens, writing for himself, Chief Justice Roberts, and Justice Kennedy, rejected the plaintiffs’ challenge to the law, noting that while “rational restrictions on the right to vote are invidious if they are unrelated to voter qualifications . . . ‘evenhanded restrictions that protect the integrity and reliability of the electoral process itself’ are not invidious.” Id. at 189–90 (quoting Anderson v. Celebrezze, 460 U.S. 780, 788 n.9 (1983)). In any evaluation of a voter identification law, then, a court must “identify and evaluate the interests put forward by the State as justifications for the burden imposed by its rule.” Id. at 190. Under this standard, Justice Stevens found Indiana’s interests, including preventing voter fraud, to be sufficiently weighty to justify the burdens the law placed on voters. Id. at 202–03. Justice Scalia, concurring in the judgment for himself, Justice Thomas, and Justice Alito, believed that the balancing approach urged by Justice Stevens placed too high a burden on the state. See id. at 204–05 (Scalia, J., concurring in the judgment). Justice Scalia believed Indiana need show only “important regulatory interests” to justify its law, which it had demonstrated. Id. at 204 (internal quotation marks omitted). Given that any future state litigant would likely also cite voter fraud as the rationale for its law, Crawford makes success in challenging such laws seem doubtful.


55 See infra pp. 1238–40. Inter Tribal Council does, however, seem to leave open the question of whether Congress or a state would prevail if, hypothetically, there were an irreconcilable conflict between Congress’s power to regulate registration and a state’s power to determine the qualifications of electors. See The Supreme Court, 2012 Term — Leading Cases, 127 HARV. L. REV. 198, 206–07 (2013).
of 1993 (NVRA), and thus unlikely to be enacted. The NVRA requires that, whatever other methods of voter registration a state offers, the state must also allow voters to register at the DMV, offer voter registration opportunities at all offices that provide public assistance, and permit individuals to register to vote by using mail-in forms developed by each state and the Election Assistance Commission (EAC), a federal body created by the Help America Vote Act of 2002 (HAVA) whose duties include enforcing the provisions of the NVRA. HAVA additionally requires “that EAC test and certify voting equipment, maintain the National Voter Registration form and administer a national clearinghouse on elections that includes shared practices, information for voters and other resources to improve elections.”

The problem in the realm of registration, then, lies not in the lack of legislation but rather in the legislation’s effectiveness. The EAC is made up of four commissioners, who are appointed by the President with the advice and consent of the Senate. Due to partisan gridlock, the EAC has been without any commissioners since December 2011. While EAC employees continue to operate under the last EAC guidelines — passed in 2005 — the Commission is powerless to announce new guidelines. The EAC is still providing recommendations about best voting practices that does not include almost a decade of research. Putting new EAC commissioners in place — and strengthening the EAC’s enforcement authority — could go a long way toward solving these problems. Such reforms seem preferable to new legislation.

Unlike registration and voter identification, early voting both is amenable to federal legislation and has not been the subject of previous legislation. Historically, however, states have controlled the times and places where their citizens can vote, even in federal elections.

60 42 U.S.C. § 15323(a)(1).
This fact raises the obvious question: would congressional legislation to regulate early voting in federal elections be constitutional?

II. CONGRESSIONAL AUTHORITY TO REGULATE THE TIMES, PLACES, AND MANNER OF FEDERAL ELECTIONS

Once it is established that early voting is important, the next question is what power Congress possesses to legislate in the early voting arena. This Part considers that question. It first addresses the expansive authority given to Congress under the Supreme Court’s decision in Inter Tribal Council. It then proceeds to demonstrate why any potential federal legislation would not face difficulties under Shelby County.

A. Arizona v. Inter Tribal Council of Arizona, Inc.

Although it has long been settled that states retain the power to determine who is qualified to vote in both federal and state elections, the precise scope of Congress’s authority over the mechanics of federal elections remained unclear until recently. This ambiguity existed because the Elections Clause of the U.S. Constitution not only grants states the authority to regulate the “Times, Places and Manner” of federal elections, but also allows Congress to “by Law make or alter such Regulations.” The question previously left unanswered was whether the second portion of this clause granted Congress near-absolute authority to regulate the mechanics of federal elections when it chose to do so, or if the Elections Clause operated on a constitutional theory of dual federal and state sovereignty similar to that which governs preemption analysis under the Supremacy Clause.

The Supreme Court’s 2013 decision in Inter Tribal Council answered these questions and provided a resounding mandate for congressional authority over elections. The case arose from a conflict between the NVRA and Arizona’s Proposition 200, an initiative passed by Arizona voters in November 2004 that enacted various revisions to

64 See supra pp. 1235–36.
66 See Lyle Denniston, Argument Preview: Election Integrity, or Voter Suppression?, SCOTUSBLOG (Mar. 15, 2013, 9:03 AM), http://www.scotusblog.com/2013/03/argument-preview-election-integrity-or-voter-suppression [http://perma.cc/ZNB2-8Q5W] (noting, pre–Inter Tribal Council, that the Ninth Circuit’s analysis of federal preemption under the Elections Clause — an analysis the Supreme Court adopted in full — “may have been a little too imaginative in suggesting that very little was left to the states in the Elections Clause”). The Court could have said that “Times, Places and Manner” apply only to an election’s procedural aspects. Indeed, it appears that the Supreme Court and lower federal courts have read the Elections Clause more narrowly in other contexts. See, e.g., Schaefer v. Townsend, 215 F.3d 1031, 1038 (9th Cir. 2000) (noting that the Supreme Court has rejected “a broad reading of the Elections Clause” regarding requirements for candidates running for office).
the state’s election law.67 The NVRA requires that states “accept and use” a uniform federal form (the “Federal Form”) when registering voters for federal elections.68 This form’s content is prescribed by the EAC; rather than requiring documentary evidence of citizenship, the form demands only that an applicant swear that she is a U.S. citizen.69 The relevant modifications made by Proposition 200 required that: (1) the County Recorder “rej ect” any application for [voter] registration, including a Federal Form, that is not accompanied by concrete evidence of [United States] citizenship,70 and (2) voters present specified forms of identification at the polls.71

The Supreme Court affirmed the Ninth Circuit’s finding that Proposition 200 conflicted with the NVRA. In doing so, the Court painted the federal government’s Elections Clause power in broad strokes. The majority noted that time, place, and manner are “comprehensive words,” which “embrace authority to provide a complete code for congressional elections.”72 The scope of this authority was particularly apparent when Justice Scalia, writing for the Court, compared the congressional prerogative to preempt state regulations under the Elections Clause with congressional authority to preempt state regulations under the Supremacy Clause. Justice Scalia first noted that the Elections Clause’s structure shows that the assumption that Congress is reluctant to preempt state law — critical to the dual sovereignty nature of Supremacy Clause preemption analysis — is not relevant under the Elections Clause.73 This result is because the federalism concerns are weaker in this context.74 Unlike the states’ police powers, “the States’ role in regulating congressional elections — while weighty and worthy of respect — has always existed subject to the express qualification that it ‘terminates according to federal law.’”75

Such a reading of the Elections Clause provides broad congressional authority for the regulation of elections. Coupled with the Court’s previous rulings, the Elections Clause has now been extended to cover

67 See Gonzalez v. Arizona, 485 F.3d 1041, 1047 (9th Cir. 2007).
69 Id. § 1973gg-7(b)(2).
71 Id. at 2252.
72 Id. at 2253 (quoting Smiley v. Holm, 285 U.S. 355, 366 (1932)) (internal quotation marks omitted). Justice Scalia provided extensive support for his broad reading of “Times, Places and Manner,” citing Roudebush v. Hartke, 405 U.S. 15, 24–25 (1972) and United States v. Classic, 313 U.S. 299, 320 (1941). Further, he claimed that Congress’s power to regulate the times, places, and manner of congressional elections “is paramount, and may be exercised at any time, and to any extent which [Congress] deems expedient.” Inter Tribal Council, 133 S. Ct. at 2253–54 (quoting Ex parte Siebold, 100 U.S. 371, 392 (1880)) (internal quotation mark omitted).
73 See Inter Tribal Council, 133 S. Ct. at 2256–57.
74 See id. at 2257.
75 Id. (quoting Buckman Co. v. Plaintiffs’ Legal Comm., 531 U.S. 341, 347 (2001)).
registration, recounts, and primaries. Professor Samuel Issacharoff argues that the Court’s willingness to extend the Elections Clause in this manner likely means that Congress has the power under the Elections Clause to reach many of the voting rights issues that have made headlines in the past few years. Given that times, places, and manner are “comprehensive words,” “embrac[ing] authority to provide a complete code for congressional elections,” this power no doubt includes the authority to set minimum early voting standards nationwide.

B. Shelby County v. Holder

Although Inter Tribal Council grants Congress broad authority to regulate federal elections, would a system of mandatory early voting be constitutionally problematic under the Court’s decision in Shelby County? Shelby County rested on two key notions. First, the Court found that equal sovereignty among the states was offended by the disparate treatment afforded to states under the preclearance regime mandated by section 5 of the VRA. From this notion the Court concluded that congressional action seeking to treat states differently must pass a high bar to be constitutional. Second, the Court pointed to the means-ends idea that remedial legislation under the Constitution’s enforcement mandates must conform to Congress’s actual findings.

Neither consideration would be at issue in precisely the same way with regard to legislation mandating minimum early voting standards nationwide. A federal program that treated all states equally — that set standards for how long early voting must last and how many polling places must be located in a district — would not interfere with equal sovereignty among the states. Moreover, using Congress’s authority under the Elections Clause to enact such a program would seem to insulate it from the Court’s traditional means-ends analysis. Indeed, given the plain language of the Elections Clause — Congress

76 See Roudebush, 405 U.S. at 24–25 (recounts); Classic, 313 U.S. at 320 (primaries).
78 Inter Tribal Council, 133 S. Ct. at 2253 (quoting Smiley v. Holm, 285 U.S. 355, 366 (1932)) (internal quotation marks omitted).
80 Id. at 2630 (noting that a formula for determining which counties and states need to have their voting laws precleared “is an initial prerequisite to a determination that exceptional conditions still exist justifying such an ‘extraordinary departure from the traditional course of relations between the States and the Federal Government’” (quoting Presley v. Etowah Cnty. Comm’n, 502 U.S. 491, 500–01 (1992))).
81 See id. at 2629 (“The Fifteenth Amendment commands that the right to vote shall not be denied or abridged on account of race or color, and it gives Congress the power to enforce that command. The Amendment is not designed to punish for the past; its purpose is to ensure a better future. . . . Congress — if it is to divide the States — must identify those jurisdictions to be singled out on a basis that makes sense in light of current conditions.” (citation omitted)).
“may at any time by Law make or alter” regulations related to “[t]he Times, Places and Manner” of federal elections — the most significant barrier to federal early voting legislation appears to be garnering the congressional willpower to enact it.

III. THE FRAMEWORK FOR UNIFORM EARLY VOTING REGULATIONS IN FEDERAL ELECTIONS

What would successful regulation in the early voting arena look like? This Note suggests that the most effective legislation would involve mandatory federal guidelines regarding the timing of early voting and the number of early voting polling places per district based on population. This Part details the preferred content of such guidelines by using the Brennan Center for Justice’s 2013 recommendations for best practices as an initial template. It then proceeds to explain the process that should be used in implementing such legislation as well as why the Civil Rights Division of the DOJ would be the best entity to task with evaluating requests to vary from the guidelines.

The Brennan Center’s 2013 comprehensive study of early voting contains recommendations of norms that all states should adopt as effective voting practices. While these recommendations are framed as best practices for states rather than mandatory federal norms, there is no reason why these insights could not form the basis for federal legislation. Taking the conclusions of that study as mandatory norms that should be adopted, this Note recommends that Congress pass a bill: (1) requiring early voting in federal elections to begin nationwide two weeks before Election Day; (2) stating that all early voting polling

---

83 Alternatively, it is possible that the Court might alter its reading of the Elections Clause were a case to emerge asking it to consider the constitutionality of the legislation proposed here. Indeed, some would suggest that the broad reading of the Elections Clause in Inter Tribal Council — had it been properly applied to the VRA in Shelby County — would have made many of the VRA’s preclearance requirements constitutional. See, e.g., Daniel Tokaji, Shelby County v. Holder: Don’t Forget the Elections Clause, SCOTUSBLOG (Feb. 13, 2013, 11:43 AM), http://www.scotusblog.com/2013/02/shelby-county-v-holder-dont-forget-the-elections-clause [http://perma.cc/UXE-HNUM]. Given that the Court struck down these preclearance requirements in Shelby County without reference to the Elections Clause, the precise breadth of Congress’s Elections Clause power remains unclear. Nonetheless, a plain reading of the Court’s current Elections Clause jurisprudence would seem to render constitutional legislation of the type proposed here.
84 See KASDAN, supra note 19, at 10–16.
85 Among these are: (1) beginning early in-person voting a full two weeks before Election Day; (2) providing weekend voting, including the weekend before Election Day; (3) setting minimum daily hours for early voting and providing extended hours outside standard business hours; and (4) distributing early voting places fairly and equitably. Id. These suggestions closely resemble the principal recommendations of the bipartisan commission appointed by President Obama. See PRESIDENTIAL COMM’N ON ELECTION ADMIN., supra note 27, at 5.
86 See KASDAN, supra note 19, at 18.
places must be open for a minimum of, for example, ten hours a day and on both of the weekends before Election Day; and (3) providing a minimum number of early voting polling places based on the population of a congressional district. Within such a framework, the federal government could allow states that want to vary from these guidelines in ways that would increase voting options to do so freely, but require those states who want to shorten early voting or reduce the number of polling places per district to present these requests to a federal authority. Such an approach would preserve flexibility for those states that could show compelling reasons for variations while still maintaining a national standard of early voting for the vast majority of citizens.

What entity would be tasked with evaluating such requests? Previous congressional legislation on election issues presents at least two options: an agency to administer the law and evaluate state requests to vary from federal provisions, or preclearance by the Civil Rights Division of the DOJ. As to the first option, such an agency could be similar to the Federal Election Commission (FEC), an independent agency established by Congress in 1974 to enforce the Federal Election Campaign Act of 1971, which concerns campaign finance issues. Similarly, in the voter registration realm, Congress established the EAC through HAVA.

The problem with the agency approach is that political infighting dulls these agencies’ effectiveness. In the example of the FEC, this can be seen in the over two hundred votes that have deadlocked three-to-three in the past six years. Since the FEC requires four votes to issue an advisory opinion or impose a punishment, this deadlock has essentially given outside groups and candidates free rein to undertake many of the abusive practices the law was meant to counteract. While judicial review of agency deadlock on a complaint to the FEC is theoretically available, judicial precedent has established broad deference to FEC Commissioners; a decision changing a three-to-three ruling is exceedingly unlikely. At the EAC, as noted above, partisan gridlock has left the Commission without any commissioners since De-

88 2 U.S.C. § 437c (2012). The FEC has six voting members — three from each political party — who serve staggered six-year terms. Id. § 437c(a).
89 See Help America Vote Act, supra note 59.
91 See id.
92 See, e.g., FEC v. Democratic Senatorial Campaign Comm., 454 U.S. 27, 37 (1981) ("[W]e note that the [FEC] is precisely the type of agency to which deference should presumptively be afforded.").
Without more robust protections against partisan gridlock, the delegation to a commission or creation of an agency to supervise federal early voting legislation would likely run into similar problems.

Due to these difficulties, the second alternative — requiring preclearance by the Civil Rights Division of the DOJ — seems more attractive. Pre–Shelby County, states and local jurisdictions subject to the preclearance requirements of section 5 of the VRA were required to submit all changes involving voting and elections to either the Civil Rights Division or the U.S. District Court for the District of Columbia;94 historically, the majority of preclearance decisions went through the DOJ rather than the court.95 Before Shelby County, the Civil Rights Division dealt with between 14,000 and 20,000 of these requests annually, with a sixty-day window in which to respond to any request for review.96 The DOJ evaluated each change by considering the totality of the circumstances, and was also tasked with making a determination as to whether there was a “reasonable and legitimate” justification for the change and whether the jurisdiction followed objective guidelines and procedure when adopting the change.97 Such a standard would likely also be effective and just in evaluating requests for changes to a federal early voting statute.98 Given that the apparatus and officials needed to undertake such a regime still exist within the Civil Rights Division, creating and implementing such a regime relatively quickly would be far less difficult than giving new authority to the EAC or FEC, or creating a new agency whose officials would have to be exposed to the rigors of confirmation proceedings.99
IV. CRITICISMS AND HURDLES

Any potential early voting legislation would face many obstacles to implementation. These obstacles include arguments against the effectiveness of such legislation, as well as arguments about whether passing such legislation would truly be viable. This Part considers both types of arguments.

A. Effectiveness

There are numerous arguments that might be raised about the effectiveness of the proposed legislation. This section considers two of the most salient criticisms: the possibility of states allowing early voting only for federal elections and requiring voters to vote on Election Day for state elections, and the necessity of early voting at all.

One seemingly relevant criticism of the effectiveness of any potential federal early voting legislation is that such a reform would run only to federal elections. States could allow early voters to vote only in federal elections, and require individuals who wanted to vote in state elections to either vote only on Election Day or vote both early in the federal election and on Election Day in the state election. While such an action might at first blush seem unlikely, Arizona has adopted a similar system in the registration context in the wake of the Court’s ruling in Inter Tribal Council: although citizens who complete the Federal Form and do not present government-issued identification can register for federal elections, their registration is not valid for state elections.100

There would be much less justification for a dual system in the early voting context. Arizona asserts that its identification requirement is meant to guard against fraud, and that — even if the federal government refuses to combat fraud in its elections — Arizona will still require identification in order to ensure that its elections are not decided by fraudulent electors.101 Early voters who are properly registered, however, are seemingly as legitimate as voters who choose to vote on Election Day, so fraud is a less legitimate concern should a state take this route in the early voting context.

Furthermore, the administrative costs of allowing voters who come to federally required early voting centers to also vote for state elections


would likely be minimal. The administrative costs and difficulty in imposing a two-tier system where certain electors could vote only in certain elections, however, would seem to be high. The cost and aggravation of any such system would likely dampen a state’s ardor to engage in it over time.102 And even if some states were to take this route, the result nationwide would still be better than the status quo. Even individuals in those states who could only vote early in federal elections would be better off than those who currently cannot vote early at all.

As to criticisms raising concerns about the usefulness of early voting at all, the principal arguments seem to be: (1) “early voting threatens the basic nature of citizen choice in democratic, republican government” because it allows some voters to cast their vote with less evidence than others;103 (2) while our votes should be private, a key part of civic engagement is going to polling places and showing others that we are voting;104 and (3) if people are not willing to take the time to go cast a vote on Election Day, perhaps their indifference — which likely reflects a similar ambivalence toward becoming an informed voter — means we should be comfortable with them not voting.105

As to the first contention, there are two key responses to this argument. First, this point seems to ignore how long the election cycle has become. For example, in the 2008 election, then-Senator Barack Obama announced his candidacy on February 10, 2007,106 approximately twenty-one months before Election Day. It seems unlikely that, with this much time to evaluate candidates before an election, there are still important secrets to be uncovered about the candidates with only two weeks left before Election Day. In addition, evidence suggests that early voters are generally the voters who are most partisan

102 Indeed, the history of the NVRA provides a good example of the dulling of state intransigence to federal election regulations in a similar context. Following the passage of the NVRA, a number of states attempted dual registration systems for federal and state elections. See ESTELLE H. ROGERS, AM. CONSTITUTION SOC’Y, THE NATIONAL VOTER REGISTRATION ACT: FIFTEEN YEARS ON 1 (2009), https://www.acslaw.org/sites/default/files/Rogers_-_NVRA_at_15.pdf [http://perma.cc/LP2T-45MM]. These states “quickly learned that creating a dual registration system was unduly complicated and costly. Consequently, for all practical purposes, the NVRA is used by the states to govern voter registration across the board.” Id.
105 Id.
and sure of their votes. It seems even less likely that an occurrence in the last two weeks of an election would alter these voters’ ballots. Second, this contention seems much more relevant to early voting that begins more than two weeks before Election Day. Professors Eugene Kontorovich and John McGinnis, who have made this argument, point to the example of early voting beginning forty-six days prior to an election. This example is a far cry from a fourteen-day mandatory minimum.

The next contention involves the idea that Americans show civic engagement by going to polling places on the same day. This argument might hold true for those people who can make the time to participate on Election Day, but it says nothing of those whose workplace or family commitments will not let them take the time to stand in line and wait to vote. Voting is widely considered one of the most basic forms of civic engagement, yet voter turnout is a measure by which the United States has frequently trailed behind many other developed nations. The benefits of increasing civic engagement by giving more Americans the opportunity to have a voice in the selection of their leaders plainly outweigh whatever alleged, tenuous emotional benefit might be lost by not having the entire country go to the polls on the same day.

Finally, there is the assertion that the government should not make accommodations for those individuals who are unwilling to take the time to vote on Election Day. This contention seems classist. Statistical evidence suggests that early voters generally tend to be those “of lower income and education attainment.” A study by the Ray C. Bliss Institute of Applied Politics at the University of Akron found that early voters in Akron, Ohio, “tend[ed] to have lower income than election-day voters” with the difference “most noticeable among people with annual incomes of less than $35,000.” This proposition intuitively makes sense: lower-paid workers “are more than twice as likely to lack access to paid leave or workplace flexibility than their high-

108 Kontorovich & McGinnis, supra note 103.
109 Schaefer, supra note 104.
111 Schaefer, supra note 104.
113 Id. at 15.
In fact, preliminary returns from the 2014 midterm elections suggest that there were many registered voters who chose not to vote simply because they could not get time off from work. It seems unfair to ask an individual living paycheck-to-paycheck to take off work to vote on Election Day when there are viable alternatives.

B. Viability

What issues might arise in trying to pass early voting legislation? Most recent federal legislation that has sought to expand access to voting has suffered from criticism regarding the potential for voter fraud. Fears of fraud might be where any legislation of this nature would also face pushback. Indeed, President George H.W. Bush initially vetoed the NVRA in 1992, citing fears that — by permitting broad registration through so many different arenas — the law was “an open invitation to fraud and corruption.” In the early voting context, as noted above, the fraud argument seems to be that giving people more time to vote would open up the possibility of one person voting numerous times. Given that early voting has been employed in thirty-six states with scarcely any verifiable evidence of “double-voting,” however, one would hope that this criticism would not persuade the American public.

The other consideration regarding any potential legislation seems to be the viability of such legislation. This Note does not suggest that passing legislation of this nature given the current partisan divide in Congress would be easy. But even the introduction of such legislation and debate about its merits would have some tangible benefits. First, beginning a national conversation about the right to vote and ensuring that a broader swath of the population is given the opportunity to exercise that right can only lead — if not to legislation as robust as that proposed here — to improvements in election administration. Almost all Americans believe voting is one of the most important rights in a democracy, and framing debates about the right to vote as a nation-
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al discussion rather than a state-by-state one has historically led to substantial change for the better.120

Furthermore, the importance that almost all Americans place on voting suggests that a substantial majority would be against laws that functioned more or less as outright voter suppression. Numerous studies commissioned to examine the problem,121 and several judges that have considered the issue,122 have suggested that voter fraud is an exceedingly rare problem in the United States. Despite this mountain of evidence, however, the myth of widespread voter fraud persists.123 As Justice Louis Brandeis observed, “[s]unlight is said to be the best of disinfectants.”124 A national discussion about legislation such as that proposed here may highlight for more Americans the reality that voter fraud in the United States is a myth. Indeed, this effect can already be seen today on a smaller scale, as it seems that the increased attention on voter identification laws has caused a number of prominent national Republicans to admonish states for their attempts to restrict the right to vote even when the stated justification for these measures was an attempt to curtail voter fraud.125

respondents believe the right to vote is the most or one of the most important rights in a democracy).
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Mandatory early voting legislation would also have the advantage of turning another of the arguments frequently deployed by voting rights opponents on its head. In addition to concerns about voter fraud, voting rights opponents frequently cite uniformity as a reason for implementing harsh regulations.\textsuperscript{126} If uniformity were the goal, a mandatory federal system of early voting nationwide would logically comply with this reasoning.

These benefits suggest why such legislation should be introduced in Congress and advocated for by the President. While President Obama certainly raised the profile of voting issues with his 2013 State of the Union Address and subsequent commission,\textsuperscript{127} a sustained push for legislation to increase voting rights nationwide would do much more. The time to act is now, and Congress’s constitutional power to pass such legislation is clear.

**CONCLUSION**

The case for early voting is compelling. Evidence suggests that it provides numerous benefits for both voters and election administrators. Despite this mounting evidence, however, the trend in states nationwide appears to be toward restrictions on early voting. Congress must act to blunt these attempts and reverse the trend toward shorter periods for early voting or a lack of early voting entirely. Through its Elections Clause power, Congress has the ability to compel states to require a minimum level of early voting. A system that embraces best practices and puts the DOJ Civil Rights Division in charge of assessing state requests to vary from these requirements would allow for the benefits of early voting to be more widely shared while requiring that those states that want to lessen early voting opportunities provide tangible, legitimate reasons for their reductions. Moreover, the discussion about such legislation would further help to bring issues related to voter suppression and the availability of the franchise to all Americans into the national spotlight. Given the compelling need for action, it is time for Congress to add its voice to this conversation.


\textsuperscript{127} See supra p. 1231.